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made and are in satisfactory agreement with the average preliminary

estimates so far available frc^m all otL. : ; - r ' • •".'. nts.

Construction work IH close to completion on the changes being

made in the neutron accelerator building in order to accommodate the

FINS accelerator which is being built by the Accele rator Physics Branch.

The design of a new personal dosimeter badge has been completed

with the production of satisfactory samples by the moulding manufacturer.

The new badge has an improved locking mechanism and is better designed

to exclude dirt which has been found to cause spurious readings on

thermoluminescence dosimeters.

Investigation of the use of a silicon detector to estimate environ-

mental radiation levels has continued. The total dose is estimated and

also the dose delivered in discrete energy intervals. Since man-made

radiations will in general have a different energy distribution from.
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natural radiation this capability will facilitate the recognition of additional

low level radiation sources.

The sixteen-unit detector for the monitoring of irradiated fuel has

been completed. A single unit detector has been tested and assembly of

the complete unit awaits the delivery of certain components for the output

circuits.

Installed tritium monitoring instruments for the power program

are now in manufacture and close liaison is being maintained. Circuit

designs for a transportable instrument which also discriminates against

both external gamma radiation and noble gas contamination with an arrange-

ment of compensating ionization chambers have been completed. A

special high range instrument for use in an experiment involving neutron

irradiated %e has been designed using to a considerable extent compo-

nents from tritium monitors already designed for use at power reactors.

The performance of the low voltage electron energy analyzer has

been improved and techniques for the preparation of thin target films have

been developed. Peaks in the differential energy loss spectrum down to

0.02% of the intensity of the unscattered beam may now be detected.

Environmental Research

Studies of primary productivity in lake water receiving heated

water discharge have been carried out at the Maskinonge Lake experi-

mental facility. A number of operational problems have been encountered
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in the use of the pumping system and the large plastic enclosures, but

these are now being overcome.

The microbiai components of an ecosystem are known to play an

important role in the overall functioning of the system. Pr. D.R. Champ

who has recently joined the Branch is proposing to study the hactenal

population responses to temperature variations in the aquatic environ-

ment at the Maskinonge Lake experimental facility. This work, when

combined with the results on algal components, will provide a more

comprehensive assessment of the potentially beneficial and detrimental

effects of waste heat.

An additional research contract is under negotiation with the

group at the Universite du Quebec a Trois-Rivier es under the direction

of Professor G. Vaillancourt. This will extend the study of heated effluent

effects on the St. Lawrence River to the area downstream of the LaPrade

Heavy Water Plant which is now under construction.

A detailed study of sub-surface contamination is now under way

in the Solid Waste Management Area. Common radionuclides found in

many soil samples in low concentrations have been Co and i o ' C s .

After the survey is completed further investigation of "hot-spots" will be

carried out.

The study of the distribution of deuterium, oxygen-18 and

tritium in the ground waters of the east side of the Perch Lake drainage
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bat, in has been continued. Deuterium and oxygen-18 concentrations show

only small differences, but tritium concentrations vary widely. At one

location only 35 m from the lake, tritium concentrations of less than 10

tritium units (TU) have been observed in the ground water, despite a

concentration of 60,000 TU in Perch Lake.

A preliminary study, in collaboration with the Oceanographic

Section of the University du Quebec \ Rimouski, of mixing in the St.

Lawrence estuary has been completed. In general, tritium and deuterium

concentrations identify the inflow of sea water at depth and river water at

the surface. Pockets of water with anomalous isotopic content indicate

inhomogeneities in mixing of salt and fresh water which are not always

apparent from salinity data.

Population Research

The interval between irradiation and the appearance of the result-

ing induced tumours has usually been found to be greater for low radiation

doses than for high, and it has even been suggested that for very low

doses the latent period might exceed the remainder of the life expectation

so that no tumours at all would be produced. Recent studies in this

laboratory of radiation induced skin tumours of rats have indicated,

however, an opposite effect that is statistically significant, the higher

doses being associated with greater delays in che appearance of the tumours,



From this it is inferred that the direction of any such correlation between

dose and latency may vary, depending upon circumstances that are not yet

understood,

A computer program with which to compile case histories of

hereditary and congenital disease, based on about a third of a million

records of hospitalUations, registered handicaps, congenital anomaly

surveillance reports and deaths, among children, has been used to link

these records on a trial basis with the birth registrations of the same

children. As a result of the trials, final modifications to the program

have been made preparatory to carrying out a production run. The

resulting histories will be used, among other things, to assess the social

burden, in terms of repeat hospitalizations and risks of death, from

hereditary diseases of kinds that might increase in frequency due to

irradiation of the germ plasm.

Biology

Research on the effects of radiation and repair from radiation

damage in different organisms has continued in the Biology Branch. In

one project, experiments on the sensitivity of cells of Micrococcus radio-

durans to *^I disintegrations in their DNA have shown that the radiation

produces double strand breaks in the DNA with high efficiencies, and a

wild type and two mutant strains, which are highly sensitive to v radiation,
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seem to repair these breaks rapidly and efficiently. In the same project,

tests of the effects of ultraviolet radiation on the DNA-membrane complex

from F. coli have shown that exposures up to 10,000 ergs/mm , far in

excess of the lethal range, have very little direct effect upon the complex,

and any dissociation of DNA from the membrane must be due to double

strand breaks formed during the enzymic excision of photoproducts from

the DNA.

Present studies of the release of polysaccharide from the cell wall

of M. radiodurans following ionizing radiation are directed toward the

investigation of the mechanism whereby hydroxyl radicals damage the

sensitive mid wall layer and allow the . elease of its constituents. Oxygen

protects the cell wall from loss of materials, apparently through an inter-

action of O2 with secondary organic radicals rather than primary aqueous

radicals. The protection is not absolute, but the dose required in the

presence of oxygen is well into the lethal range and amounts to 2 to 3

times that required in anoxia.

In human cells, the primary damage to DNA aftei* ionizing radio-

tion consists of either scissions in the sugar-phosphate backbone leading

to breaks in the polynucleotide strands or_ physicochemical defects in the

heterocyclic bases. The in vitro enzymatic assay has been used to detect

the initial induction and metabolic fate of both classes of gamma lesions.

When human diploid fibroblasts are exposed to ""Co v - r a v s i n a n anoxic
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atniospht-rr, the- yield of single strand breaks pr-r 10^ daltont of !J;.A . S

approximately 2 per krad, compared to 2.4 base defects per krad. The

human cells can repair both types of damage, the rate at which strand

breaks disappear being almost twice that for base defects. For example,

80"'] of the strand breaks disappear within 90 minutes of post-irradiation

incubation whereas 80% removal of base defects requires 160 minutes.

The base defects and their repair are perhaps more important to the

reproductive capacity of human cells than the well known single strand

breaks.

In the wasp Dahlbominus studies of the effects of heat during radia-

t i o n have shown v e r y high f r e q u e n c i e s of e y e co lour m u t a n t s . A s i g n i f i -

cant decrease in numbers of eye colour mutations occurred when the

heat exposure was delayed for periods up to 6 hours after radiation. At

9 and 12 hours, however, the repair process was reversed, and at 12

hours the difference from the 6 hour rate was significantly greater. The

occurrence of malformations in these experiments shows a corresponding

decrease with increasing intervals between heat and radiation; in mal-

formations, however, no rise in frequency was found at 12 hours. Thus

it is evident that repair in eye colour mutants and malformations may

arise as a result of different mechanisms. The amount of repair is

substantial in both cases, being about two-fold for eye colour mutants

and for malformations.
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2.2 PAST NEUTRON DOSIMETRY

2.2.1 Spectra of Neutrons Transmitted Through Cu - H. Ing
and W.G. Cross

For Interpreting data obtained with the Cu-
shielded VIPER reactor during the recent intercom-
parison of nuclear accident dosimetry systems
(PR-B-102), leakage spectra of neutrons from Cu
spheres of various radius were computed with the
05R Monte Carlo code. The radii of the spheres
ranged from 2 to 50 cm while the sources studied
were fission neutrons and H20-moderated and D2O-
moderated fission neutrons. Calculations for
14-MeV source neutrons are currently in progress.

The calculated spectra were compared with a
spectrum measured by Delafield and others outside
the nuclear reactor using emulsions and proportion-
al counters. In the region above 0.2 MeV, the
measured spectrum is in reasonable agreement with
that calculated for the thickness of Cu used in
the VIPER shield. However, below 0.2 MeV, all the
calculated spectra contain considerably fewer
neutrons than the measured spectrum. This differ-
ence presumably arises because the calculation does
not include neutrons scattered in the environment
around the reactor. The measured spectrum also
displays more structure than the calculated spectra,
If the structure is real, it must result from
materials other than Cu, since Cu does not have
resonances at the observed energies.

Average cross sections for nuclear reactions
used by various dosimeters were obtained for all
calculated spectra along with average kerma, maxi-
mum dose and dose equivalent.

2.2.2 Final Results for the Fourth IAEA Intercomparison
of Nuclear Accident Dosimetry Systems - H. Ing
and W.G. Cross

Readings of fast neutron threshold detectors,
obtained at the Fourth IAEA Intercomparison of
Nuclear Accident Dosimetry Systems (PR-B-102),
were reinterpreted using the calculated leakage
spectra of fission neutrons through Cu described
above. The spectrum through 30 cm of Cu gave
the most consistent values of kerma for all 5
detectors and was therefore used. However, since
all these detectors were insensitive to neutrons
below 0.5 MeV and the calculated spectra did not
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include neutrons scattered from the room, the
epithermal fluence, as measured by resonance acti-
vation of Au, was assumed to have a 1/E dependence
and added to the calculated spectra. Thermal
neutron fluences were obtained as usual from the
measured thermal activation of Au.

Using this spectrum, the values of neutron
kerma, charge particle dose to phantom volume
element 57 and fluences above various energy thres-
holds were calculated. The values of kerma at the
position of the area monitor and for the personnel
dosimeter for both irradiations are shown below
along with preliminary average values quoted by
all participants. Our final gamma doses are
unchanged from our preliminary values.

Neutron Kerma (rads) for Fourth IAEA Intercomparison

Area Monitor Personnel
Dosimeter

Burst CRNL* Average** CRNL* Average**

1 127 120 142 120

2 250 209 256 196

Final estimate Average of preliminary estimates

2.2.3 Reduction of Skin/Tumour Dose Ratios in Cancer
Therapy with Large Area FieTds - W.G. Cross and
H. Ing

The recent increasing use of larger field
areas (e.g., 30 x 30 cm) in 6°Co therapy has
resulted in observed skin/tumour ratios that are
2 to 3 times larger than those for small fields
(about 0.3). In an attempt to improve these ratios
for the larger fields, measurements of surface to
depth dose ratios have been made using a point
source of 6"Co at the apex of conical collimator
apertures. Doses were measured with a thin-walled
extrapolation chamber with anC without a plastic
cover. Filters of plastic, Cu and Pb, at various
distances from the source were used to reduce the
electron component from the source.

Using a conical collimator with a source-to-
skin distance of 100 cm, the surface to-depth dose
ratio was 0.50 for a 30-cm diameter field as com-
pared to 0.30 for a 10-cm field. The addition of
an electron filter reduced this ratio to 0.43 for
the 30-cm field. There are negligible differences



among different filter materials. These results
suggest that better colliraator design in therapy
machines could significantly improve the skin/tumour
ratios now found with large fields, although it is
not known if such collimator modifications are
practicable.

?.2.4 Neutron Spectral Measurements - B.J. Tymons, H. Ing
and W.G. Cross

In addition to the SP2 and SP6 proportional
counters already being calibrated to ensure a
comprehensive coverage of the lower end of the
fast neutron spectrum, an order for a further two
SP2 proportional counters has been placed. One
counter will have 1 atmosphere of hydrogen, cover-
ing measurements of the neutron spectrum from
approximately 50 to 300 keV and the other will have
4 atmospheres of hydrogen covering the neutron
spectrum from approximately 150 to 700 keV. Use
of these counters will enable neutron measurements
to be measured over the neutron energy range 50 keV
to 4 MeV.

2.3 THERMOLUMINESCENCE DOSIMETRY - A.R. Jones

A sample of 100 TLD holders was received from
Woodbridge Moulded Products Ltd. These were
tested for dirt exclusion by inserting TLD plaques
into the holders and shaking the holders in a bag
of sand. By reading the TLDs before and after
this treatment a measure of dirt exclusion could
be obtained since sand is quite strongly thermo-
luminescent.

The new holders excluded dirt more effectively
than the existing photobadge but some was found to
be entering through the small holes used for
releasing the catches. It was also found that
repeated openings quickly caused mechanical fatigue
in the catch mechanism so that the holder was no
longer firmly closed and the small holes, referred
to above, were not properly blocked. In addition,
the material (a high impact styrene) is soft and
was easily scored and roughened.

Therefore a second sample of TLD holders was
made, using ABS resin. These showed good resis-
tance to abrasion and fatigue and good dirt
exclusion.
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Tests were then made of the force required to
open the holder both with and without releasing
the catches. This was done both with new holders
and those that had been subjected to tests for
dirt exclusion and had been opened 26 times. The
results are summarized below:

Average Force in- Pounds Required to Open Holder

ABS High Impact Styrene

catch not catch not
o± ers released released released released

new Holders 5.1 15.4 5 11.2

'used' Holders 6.7 12.7 7.7 11.1

The results showed that the holders could be
opened with a reasonable force using an appropriate
tool without having to spring the catches. It
has therefore been possible to eliminate the holes
provided for this purpose and at the same time el-
iminate a route of entry for dirt. The mould is
now ready for production of the TLD holder in
quantity and the design of the opening tool has
been completed.

Comparative energy dependence tests were
made of the TLD plaques mounted in the new holder
and the old photobadge. No significant differences
were detectable.

The evaluation of the plaque mounted TLDs for
environmental y monitoring continues. To use them
for this purpose the following changes from normal
practice are made.

- they are packed in pairs, sealed in
black polythene to protect them
against dirt and light

- the plaques are pre-annealed at 80°C
for 16 hours to reduce fading

- the sensitivity of the automatic TLD
reader is increased to reduce the
digitizing error which can be impor-
tant at low exposures

- corrections are made for zero varia-
tion by reading each dosimeter twice
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- corrections are made for sensitivity
variation by measuring the calibra-
tion factor for each one.

To reduce the labour of computation a program
has been written for the Hewlett Packard calculator,
to store up to 400 calibration factors and correct
for sensitivity and zero variations.

Tests showed that by using individual
calibration factors the standard deviation of a
sample at the 1 roentgen level is reduced from
about 7% to about 2% (which presumably represents
variations due to the reader rather than the TLDs).
At the 20 mR level the standard devation was 17%.

The fading of the plaques pre-annealed at 80 :C
was measured after 18 days. No fading was detected.

A three month comparative test of separate
TLDs and plaque mounted TLDs continues.

2.4 ENVIRONMENTAL GAMMA MONITORING WITI' A SILICON
DETECTOR - A.R. Jones

A mounting for the detector has been built
and tested. The mounting, which is evacuated,
keeps the detector at about 0°C using a thermo-
electric cooler to reduce current generated noise,
The absorbed dose in the sensitive volume of the
detector is

i = C max

_dE

mass i = 1

where E is the energy lost by each Compton, photon
or pair-production electron
N(E) is the number of electrons losing that
amount of energy
Ci is the channel number of the multichannel
analyser
N(Ci) is the channel contents

and K is a constant for a particular silicon
detector.

Thus the dose in silicon can be measured by
summing E{Ci • N(Ci>} and measuring K. By surround-
ing the detector with an appropriate filter, dose
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in the detector can be made proportional (i.e.,
nearly independent of photon energy) to exposure
or to the dose absorbed in a phantom. A program
has been written to design a perforated filter,
made of tin, to obtain a response proportional to
dose absorbed in a phantom irradiated from all
directions (to correspond to the environmental
situation). The program is designed to optimize
the filter design, by varying the proportion of
filter perforated, so as to minimize the standard
deviation from the desired response over the energy
range. The filter is being made.

A second program was written, for the Hewlett
Packard calculator 9820A, to determine the dose
from the multichannel analyser output on paper
tape (i.e., E{N(C^) • C}). The program determines
the total dose and also the dose in discrete energy
intervals corresponding to electron energy losses
in the detector. By doing this a much smaller
change in total dose is perceptible if it is
caused by -y-rays of an energy different from those
found in the background since the detector is, for
practical purposes, a Compton spectrometer.

2.5 AMPLIFYING RADIATION DETECTORS - A.R. Jones

The distribution of gains, and the noise of
the sample detectors received from RCA were
measured with an s 5Fe source and a multichannel
analyser. The purpose was to select detectors
with maximum, minimum and average gains. Having
selected these, their energy responses were measured
when surrounded by a lead filter. The purpose of
these tests was to determine if a filter designed
for a medium gain detector would be suitable for
all others. The deviations between the different
responses were small (s.d ^ 2%), within the error
of measurement, showing that a single filter would
suit all detectors.

Tests were also made on the amplifier
discriminator circuit designed for use with the
amplifying detector. This includes a C-MOS T 4
circuit to reduce the output frequency and deran-
domize the pulse train. This circuit was tested
to find the range of pulse sizes over which it
works properly. The circuit operates satisfac-
torily up to pulse sizes corresponding to energy
losses in the sensitive region of the junction of
400 keV. Such events are rare in any practical
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situation with sensitive volumes only 150 urn
thick. Larger events which do occur give an
enchanced output due to overloading of the
discriminator and thus the effect is conservative.

2.6 SAFEGUARDS INSTRUMENTATION - A.R. Jones

Because of the higher cost of uranium, lead
and uranium collimators were tested to compare
their performances. They were of the same length
(this dimension is limited by the available space
between baskets) but the lead collimator had a
greater diameter, although still small enough to
be used in an array with a 5" pitch.

Measurements made with detectors in both tyoes
of collimator on spent N.P.D.*fuel showed no signi-
ficant differences in performance. The following
results were noted.

1) The signal from detectors exposed to
fuel of the same decay time was well
correlated with fuel irradiation.

2) Successive readings on the same fuel
were very reproducible (s.d ^ 1.0%)
although the collimators were only
manoevered into position by hand.

3) The ratio of signal obtained when a
bundle is present to that obtained
in the absence of a bundle (i.e., the
signal obtained from the neighbouring
bundles) is about 3.4 : 1.

4) The ratio of signal obtained from a
bundle in front of the collimator to
that obtained from one behind is
about 20 : 1.

Froir. 1) it can be concluded that a bundle of
substantially different age or irradiation from
that expected is detectable. From 2) it is clear
that precise positioning of the detector with res-
pect to the bundle is unnecessary. 3) shows that
a missing bundle is easily detectable and 4) shows
that interference from bundles in another basket
behind the detector is not important.

Following this test an array containing sixteen
lead collimators was designed and constructed. At

*Nuclear Power Demonstration
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the same time a sixteen -channel display unit
containing amplifiers and sixteen digital panel
meters has been designed and is being built. The
readings on the panel meters can be photographed
together to produce a record for each basket of
sixteen bundles. Alternatively, there is avail-
able a sixteen channel recorder for storing the
data on a cassette tape for remote data processing.

2.7 RADIATION MONITORING INSTRUMENTS - A.R. Jones

2.7.1 Alpha-in-Air Monitors AEP-5234 and 10110

A manual is being prepared.

2.7.2 Personnel Contamination Monitor AEP-5276

Technical assistance has been given to
Canadian Admiral during the manufacture of monitors
for Bruce G.S.

2.7.3 Wide Range gy Survey Meter AEP-5288

Mechanical design continues and construction
of an engineering prototype has begun.

2.7.4 Multichannel Area Monitor AEP-5282

The monitor which fits into a 19" rack
accommodates up to five channels. Each channel
consists of a local unit, in plug-in modular form,
which has a 4-decade logarithmic meter. This
spans from 1 mrad/h to 10 rad/h or 10 mrad/h to
100 rad/h according to the remote detector unit
employed. Each rack contains two independent power
supplies either of which can fail in short or
open circuit without affecting the operation of
the five channels. If line power fails an internal
lead acid GEL battery provides power for at least
eight hours with all alarms operating.

Each local unit has an analog output signal
to drive a recorder or computer input and provides
an alarm signal when the meter relay trip level
has been exceeded. The remaining module has a
single audible alarm and five signal LEDs to indi-
cate which channels have alarmed.

Each remote unit contains a Geiger counter of
appropriate sensitivity for the range covered, an
independent H.V. supply and a lamp which lights when
the alarm level is exceeded.
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The Geiger counter can be exposed to a
remotely operated 6-source to check the performance
of the monitor.

2.8 TRITIUM MONITORING - R.V. Osborne

2.8.1 Installed Tritium-in-Air Monitor AEP-5275

The manufacturer of the first five
commercially built units has been guided in
commissioning the units in the factory.

Based on the manufacturer's recommendations
and our own experiences in the laboratory, the
design of the instrument is being revised and where
necessary, corrected.

We hope to be able to test one of these units
at Pickering G.S. If not, the laboratory proto-
type will be transferred to that station and final
commissioning and testing of the commercial units
deferred until time is available at Bruce G.S.

2.8.2 Calibrator for Tritium Monitors AEP-5284

The engineered version of this design has
been received and is being tested.

The service manual for the calibrator has
been completed.

2.8.3 Transportable Tritium-in-Air Monitor AEP-5270

The final circuits have been designed and a
printed circuit board laid-out. Included are the
fault detection circuits for both electrical and
pneumatic systems and a current output drive to
allow this instrument to drive any remote indica-
ting units.

2.8.4 Portable Tritium-in-Air Monitor AEP-5215A

The drawings for the revised 'A' design have
been completed and issued. The service manual for
AEP-5215 and 5215A has also been completed.

2.8.5 Stack Monitor for Tritium AEP-5293

The electrical circuits peculiar to this
monitor have been designed and interfaced with the
printed circuit boards that are common to other
monitors. Range change, alarm and various test
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circuits have been included. The electrometer
package from AEP-5270 that has been used for this
monitor has been modified by adding the analog
logarithmic amplifying stage. This close juxta-
position of a logarithmic stage and a linear stage
in the electrometer has been chosen because of the
difficulty of eliminating spurious voltage offsets
of the order of millivolts between the grounds of
the electrometer and the rest of the system, Pick-
up of transients from the voltage-to-frequency
converter in the electrometer by the logarithmic
stage has been reduced by filtering. The final
design of the electrometer (which will be adopted
for the AEP-5270 as well) now can measure down to
1 fA, is temperature stabilized and has a linear
0 - 100 V output, a logarithmic output with 1 v/
decade and a pulse output at 1 Hz/mV. The total
package is 20 x 7.5 x 10 cm.

2.8.6 Tritium-in-Water Monitor AEP-5252

Loss of sensitivity of the unit recently
installed at NPD after being on loan to Pickering
G.S. and failure to correct this in situ at the
station prompted us to examine the complete unit
in the laboratory. No deterioration in performance
of the pulse shaping, tuning, coincidence or gating
circuits was found. Both photomultipliers were
several orders of magnitude more noisy than when
installed and gains had increased to such an extent
that a 25% reduction in voltage was required to
attain a normal though erratic performance. Dirt
on the reflectors and scintillator added to the
deterioration in overall sensitivity as has been
observed with other units. The former finding
suggests a need for additional protection against
exposing the tubes with voltage still applied; the
latter emphasizes the urgency to acquire a satis-
factory water filtering method.

2.9 ENERGY LOSS IN THIN FILMS - K. Chang, R.V. Osborne
and N.W. Tepley

The technique of preparing thin Formvar films
has been developed and the performance of the
analyzing equipment has been stabilized. Films
down to 180 A thickness have been reproducibly pro-
duced but thinner films, 50 - 100 A, which are
required for the analysis have not been sufficiently
robust to survive transfer to the 600 nm diameter
specimen apertures used.
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Reproducible analysis of non-attenuated beans
has been attained by increasing the diameters of
the energy filter lens and Faraday cup entrance.
These changes have resulted in only marginal loss
in energy resolution - the full width at half
maximum is still less than 1 V - but have decreased
the susceptibility of the analyser to variations in
beam trajectory and magnetic fields. Further reduc-
tion (by screening) in the capacitance between the
analyzing lens and the Faraday cup leads together
with adjustment of the relative phasing of the
reference and detected signal in the phase sensitive
analyzer has allowed the capacitively coupled signal
from the analyzer to be nulled out completely.
Peaks in the differential energy loss spectrum with
intensities down to 0.02% of the main incident beam
are detectable above the background from the
unscattered beam.

2.10 ATMOSPHERIC DIFFUSION STUDIES - R.M. Holford

2.10.1 Processing of Argon-41 Data

All the raw data from the meteorological
study of the dispersal of Argon-41 from the CRNL
stack from 1970 up to the present time have now
been converted to the compact form and consoli-
dated on to a single tape for easy analysis as
proposed in PR-B-106.

2.11 DETECTION OF 131I IN AIR - R.M. Holford

The revised printed circuit boards for the
Iodine-in-Air monitor, AEP-5217, have been con-
structed and tested and a number of minor changes
have been made. An improved method of regulating
the high voltage power supply for the photomulti-
plier tube has been adopted. The power supply is
a DC converter consisting of a pair of transistors,
a step-up transformer and a Cockcroft-Walton multi-
plier. The previous regulator design operated by
turning off the converter as soon as the output
voltage (at the photomultiplier cathode) reached the
conduction voltage of a "Corotron" tube. This
design was inherently restricted to a fixed output-
voltage, and was also a source of electronic noise.
The new design regulates the converter by varying
its input voltage, and acts to keep the first stage
output voltage constant. Tests have demonstrated
that the ratio of final stage voltage to first stage
voltage is constant for a variety of loads.
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In order to compensate for the complex lumin-
escence decay characteristic of CsI(Na) a double
CR network has been added to the preamplifier which
provides an effectively exponential input to the
delay-line-shaped main amplifier.

2.12

2.12.1

ROUTINE DOSE MONITORING - L.S.
R.M. Rondeau

Body Radiation Doses

Larkin and

In the fourteen week period ending August 15
and in the calendar year to this date there were
the following distributions of radiation exposure,

Penetrating Radiation Doses - CRNL

uose Range
rents

No radiation
less than 0.49
0.50 - 0.99
1.00 - 1.49
1.50 - 1.99
2.00 - 2.49
2.50 - 2.99
3.00 - 3.49

Average dose
per monitored
person

Average dose
per exposed
person

Fourteen Weeks

No. of
monitored
persons

89
2735
82
14
6

Total
Dose

Man-rem

0
188.28
56.78
15.87
10.48

93 mrem

96 mrem

Calendar Year

No. of
monitored
persons

72
2515
184
92
34
18
6
5

213

, 218 1

Total
Dose

Man-rem

0
247.93
134.06
111.37
57.63
38.79
16.69
15.63

mrem

mrem

Penetrating Radiation Doses - CP

Dose Range
rents

No radiation
less than 0.49
0.50 - 0.99
1.00 - 1.49
1.50 - 1.99

Average dose
per monitored
person

Average dose
per exposed
person

Fourteen Weeks

No. of
monitored
persons

20
204
3

Total
Dose

Man-rem

0
15.61
2.45

80 mrem

87 mrem

Calendar Year

No. of
monitored
persons

15
191
19
1
1

Total
Dose

Man-rem

0
19.77
13.74
1.17
1.68

160 mrem

172



Penetrating Radiation Doses - PP

Dose Range
rents

No radiation
less than 0.49
0.50 - 0.99
1.00 - 1.49
1.50 - 1.99
2.00 - 2.49
3.50 - 3.99

Average dose
per monitored
person

Average dose
per exposed
person

Fourteen Weeks

No. of
monitored
persons

122
23
7
1
2
1

Total
Dose

Man-rem

0
2.39
4.94
1. 17
3.85
2. 36

97 mrem

447 mrem

Calendar Year

No. of
monitored
persons

106
35
10
2
1
1
1

Total
Dose

Man-rem

0
2.76
7.61
2.52
1.97
2.15
3.95

134 mrem

419 mrem

Surface Radiation Dose - CRNL

Dose Range

reins

No radiation
less than 0.49
0.50 - 0.99
1.00 - 1.49
1.50 - 1.99
2.00 - 2.49
2.50 - 2.99
3.00 - 3.49
3.50 - 3.99
4.00 - 4.49
4.50 - 4.99
5.00 - 5.49
5.50 - 5.99
8.50 - 8.99

Average dose
per monitored
person

Average dose
per exposed
person

Fourteer

No. of
monitored
persons

89
2646
142
33
S
5
2
1

122

125

Weeks

Total
Dose

Man-rem

0
181.56
101.26
40.48
13.06
11.34
5.14
3.07

mrem

mrem

Calendar Year

No. of
monitored
persons

72
2440
160
107
69
37
19
8
5
4
1
2
1
1

285

294

Total
Dose

Man-rem

0
243.99
114.39
133.61
120.41
81.21
50.57
25.40
13.76
16.67
4.90

10.19
5.53
8.88

mrem

mrem
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Surface Radiation Doses - CP

Dose Range
rems

No radiation
less than 0.49
0.50 - 0.99
1.00 - 1.49
1.50 - 1.99
2.00 - 2.49

Average dose
per monitored
person

Average dose
per exposed
person

Fourteen

No. of
monitored
persons

20
194
12

Weeks

Total
Dose

Man-rem

0
17.36
8.29
1.39

119 mrem

131 mrem

Calendar Year

No. of
monitored
persons

15
180
17
10
2
3

Total
Dose

Man-rem

0
23.10
11.79
12. 39
3.35
6.53

252 mrem

270 mrem

Surface Radiation Doses - PP

Dose Range
rems

No radiation
less than 0.49
0.50 - 0.99
1.00 - 1.49
1.50 - 1.99
2.00 - 2.49
3.50 - 3.99

Average dose
per monitored
person

Average dose
per exposed
person

Fourteen

No. of
monitored
persons

122
23

i

Weeks

Total
Dose

Man-rem

0
2.89
4.94
1.17
3.85
2.36

97 mrem

447 mrem

Calendar Year

No. of
monitored
persons

106
35
10
2
1
1
1

Total
Dose

Man-rem

0
2.90
7.72
2.52
1.97
2.15
3.95

136 mrem

424 mrem
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The 600 mrem in two weeks administrative
control limit for whole body radiation was
exceeded on ten occasions by workers at Power
Projects and on one occasion at CRNL.

2.12.2 Hand Radiation Doses

In the calendar year and che 14 week period
ending September 12, 1975.there were the following
distributions of extremity doses as measured by
finger tip TLD's.

Dose Range

less than 0.99 rems
1.00 -
2.00 -
4.00 -
6.00 -
8.00 -
10.00
15.00

1.99
• 3.99
- 5.99
- 7.99
- 9.99
- 14.99
- 19.99

CRNL
Calendar Fourteen

Year

235
22
12
5
1
1
1
1

Weeks

38
7
4
3
0
0
1
0

CP
Calendar

Year

50
10
3
1
2
1

Fourteen
Weeks

11
3
3
1
0
0

PP
Calendar Fourteen

Year

22
3

Weeks

12
1

2.13 VERBAL PRESENTATIONS

2.13.1 Lectures or Seminars

A.R. Jones - A Warning Dosimeter with a Digital
Memory. Health Physics Society Annual Meeting,
Buffalo, July 1975.

H. Ing and W.G. Cross - Spectra and Dosimetry of
Neutrons Moderated by D2O. Health Physics
Society Annual Meeting, Buffalo, July 1975.

W.G. Cross and H. Ing - Directional Dependence of
Fast Neutron Fission Track Dosimeters. Annual
Health Physics Society Meeting, Buffalo,
July 1975.
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by

I.L. Ophel

3.1 Staff
1.2 studies on Effects of Heated water on Aquatic organisms
3.3 Beneficial Uses of Waste Heat
3.4 CRNL Herbarium
3.3 Biochemistry and Microbial Ecology

3.5.1 Enzymological Assessment of DNA Repair - deficient
Human Tissue Culture Cells

3.5.2 Population Dynamics of the Bacterial Components oi
an Aquatic Ecosystem

3.6 Aquatic Radioecology and Freshwater Biology
3 .<•.1 Excretion of Strontium and Calcium by Fish
3.6.2 Biological Half-Life of -l0Co in Native Fish
3.h.3 Culture of Experimental Fish

3.7 St. Lawrence River Studies
3.8 Radiation Effects

3.8.1 Effects of Internally Deposited Radionuclides m
Fish on the Incipient Lethal Level of Dissolved
Oxygen

3.3 Perch Lake Project
3.9.1 Evaporation
3.9.2 Chemistry

3.10 Atmospheric Diffusion Studies
3.11 Waste Management
3.12 Neutron Activation Analysis
3.13 Natural Deuterium Concentrations in the Vicinity of the

LaPrade Heavy Water Plant
3.14 isotopic Distribution in Waters of the East Side of

Perch Lake Basin
3.15 Pickup of Tritium from the Atmosphere by Tree Leaves
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3.16 Mixing of Waters in the St. Lawrence Estuary
3.17 Isotope Studies at Sanitary Landfill Site

3.17.1 Tritium
3.17.2 Deuterium and Oxygen-18

3.18 Gamma Dose Rates at the CRNL Boundary
3.19 Off-Site Monitoring
3.20 Liquid Effluent Monitoring
3.21 Liquid Disposal Area
3.22 Tritium Survey
3.23 Survey Summary
3.24 Publications
3.25 Verbal Presentations

3.25.1 Presented Papers
3.2 5.2 Local Talks

3.26 Invited Speaker

For Figures 1, 2 and 3 see end of section.



3.1 STAFF

Branch Head - I.L. Ophel

Environmental chemistry and Meteorology

P.J. Barry* Assistants: P.C. Jay
R.E. Legere
E. Robertson
D.P. Wildsmith

Natural Isotope Studies

R.M. Brown Assistant: C D . Fraser

Biochemistry and Microbial Radioecology

D.R. Champ Assistant: J.L. Young

Radiochemistry and Terrestrial Radioecology

W.E. Grummitt Assistants: G. Lahaie
L.A. Mask
H.M. McLaughlin
W.J. pierson

Biology and Aquatic Radioecology

J.W. McMahon Assistants: A.E. Docherty
S-R. Gentner

I.L. Ophel Assistant: J.M. Judd

Hydrology and Trace Element. Analysis

W.F. Merritt Assistant: B.A. Risto

Secretarial

D.J. TerMarsch

*P.J. Barry left 17 July, 1975 for approximately four
months to work as a member of the SCOPE project work-
ing Group at the Chelsea Monitoring Research Centre,
University of London, LONDON, England.
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3.1 STAFF (cont'd)

Attached Staff

R.E. Jackson - With Hydrology Research Division, Envir-
onment Canada, Ottawa, Ontario. Working
intermittently on hydrogeochemistry of
Perch Lake basin with W.F. Merritt.

K. Inch - Arrived 2 July, 1975. Research Assistant
to R.E. Jackson until 30 October, 1976.

R.W.D, Killey - Working under research contract between
AECL and University of Waterloo with
W.F. Merritt. Terminated 22 August, 1975.

I. Suyama - From the National Institute of Radiolo-
gical Sciences, Chiba-shi, Japan supported
by a Japanese Government Fellowship.
Working with I.L. Ophel. Terminated 8
August, 1975.

Summer Students

M.A.A. Betz - university of Toronto, working with J.w.
McMahon, terminated 15 Auguat, 1975.

P.W. Cross - Queen's University, working with W.F.
Merritt, terminated 26 August, 1975.

J.C. Sharp - McGill University, working with I.L.
Ophel, terminated 15 September, 1975.

Y-C. Tarn - McGill University, working with R.M.
Brown, terminated 31 August, 1975.

M.A. Tellier - University of Ottawa, working with J.W.
McMahon, terminated 2 9 August, 1975.
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3.2 STUDIES ON EFFECTS OF HEATED WATER ON AQUATIC ORGANISMS -
J.W. McMahon and A.E. Docherty

Several problems were encountered in the operation
of the heat enrichment experimental system. One, con-
cerning artificial aeration in the pumping system, has
been resolved. Heat welded seams in the fabricated poly-
ethylene enclosures tended to pull apart. Seams are now
welded and reinforced with grommets. Sealing the base
of the column to the lake bottom required additional
weights. These have been installed by a scuba diver.

The effect of turbulence created by the heated wa-
ter inlet to the column has been a main concern. A
horizontal fan-shaped diffuser produced sufficient tur-
bulence to scour attached filamentous algae from the
walls of the enclosure. This type of diffuser did how-
ever, produce a desired artificial thermal stratifica-
tion of the water column with no detectable vertical
entrainment of nutrient materials from the lake sediment.
An inverted cone-shaped diffuser reduced surface turbu-
lence but caused complete circulation and heating of
the entire water mass.

Two experiments (each of three weeks duration)
studied the influence of discharge depth of heated wa-
ters on plankton species and carbon assimilation. While
some differences in species composition were noted be-
tween heated and non-heated (control) columns the most
apparent effect was in the growth of filamentous algae
attached to the walls of the heated column. Release,
through turbulence, of this material to the open water
resulted in enhanced ^ C fixation values.

Carbon-14 primary productivity studies were car-
ried out over a 24-hour period to assess the interaction
of heat and light on carbon assimilation and respiration
rates by lake plankton. Evaluation of results are pend-
ing analyses for total carbon in the filtered samples.
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3.3 BENEFICIAL USES OF WASTE HEAT - J.W. MCMahon and S-R.
Gentner

Nine species of unicellular and colonial algae
were used in experiments to determine the effects of
different temperatures and different phosphate concen-
trations on productivity. Using algae in the exponen-
tial phase of growth, the experiments were held over a
four-hour period- Carbon-14 bicarbonate was used as
tracer. Total carbon analyses on samples of the ex-
perimental algae are in the process of being obtained
so that the relative productivities of the algae can
be compared. For all species 30°C gives the most
favourable growth rate and, in most cases, h or h of
the phosphate in Krause's medium is adequate for opti-
mal growth. When relative productivities are obtained
the algae most suited for growth under conditions where
waste heat is available can be selected for further
studies. The algae are being cultured continuously in
Krause's medium.

3.4 CRNL HERBARIUM - S-R. Gentner

Some collecting was done during the summer and,
as a result, several new vascular plant species, as well
as many duplicate species, have been added to the her-
barium collection. In addition, a list of species that
could be found in this area, but have not yet been col-
lected, has been compiled. This list, which includes
xeroxed illustrations of the missing plants, will
supplement the actual herbarium specimens until it is
certain that all the plants in the CRNL Outer Area are
represented in the herbarium.

3.5 BIOCHEMISTRY AND MICROBIAL ECOLOGY - D.R. Champ and
J.L. Young

Most of the alterations to the laboratory have now
been completed with the exception of refinishing the
bench tops. Orders have been placed for most of the
equipment and supply items.



3.5.1 Enzymological Assessment of DNA Repair - Deficient Human
Tissue Culture Cells

The appearance of several reports stating that
patients suffering from certain hereditary diseases ex-
hibited radiosensitivity has prompted M.C. Paterson to
examine tissue cultured cells of these patients for de-
ficiencies in their DNA repair systems. His physico-
chemical studies have indeed indicated an enzymatic de-
ficiency in one of these repair systems. In a collabor-
ative effort with M.C. Paterson and p. Unrau (Biology
Branch), we are proposing to provide the ultimate bio-
chemical proof that the radiosensitivity is indeed due
to a deficiency in a particular enzymatic activity.
This will involve the development of a suitable assay
system to facilitate the isolation, purification and
characterization of the enzyme from "normal" cells and
the concomitant demonstration of a reduced level of
activity in the DNA repair deficient cells.

3.5.2 Population Dynamics of the Bacterial Components of an
Aquatic Ecosystem

The microbial components of an ecosystem are known
to have a large and important input into the overall
functioning of the system, we are proposing to study
the microbial (bacterial) population responses to tem-
perature variation in an aquatic environment in conjunc-
tion with the waste heat facility of J.W. McMahon of
this Branch. It is anticipated that the results of this
study can be incorporated with his results on algal com-
ponents to provide a more comprehensive assessment of the
potentially detrimental effects of waste heat. Conver-
sely it is hoped that these studies will also provide
information on mierobial population dynamics that can
be applied to the establishment of an economically
feasible aquaculture system.
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3.6 AQUATIC RADIOECOLOGY AND FRESHWATER BIOLOGY

3.6.1 Excretion of Strontium and Calcium by Fish - I.L. Ophel
and J.M. Judd

Nothing to report.

60
3.6.2 Biological Half-Life of Co in Native Fish - I.L. ophel,

J.M. Judd and J.C. Sharp

The retention of ^ C o by native fish which had pre-
viously accumulated the isotope from water has been fol-
lowed at periodic intervals. There is considerable re-
tention of 60 C o by sunfish (Lepomis g ibbosus) - > 50%
of the original amount even after 60 days. Unfortunately
the bullhead (Ictalurus nebulosus) and perch (Perca
flavescens) groups in this experiment died from columnaris
disease, a common problem in attempting to keep native
fish in captivity, cobalt-60 excretion in these groups
was followed for only 10 days. The study is continuing.

3.6.3 Culture of Experimental Fish - I.L. Ophel and J.C. Sharp

Treatment procedures used for diseases encountered
when keeping native fish in the laboratory consist of
copper sulphate and acetic acid dips, dosing with anti-
biotics, and keeping the fish in water containing < 10 ppb
chlorine, while the cuSO4 and acetic acid dips cut down
the number of ecto-parasites, they had little or no ef-
fect on the incidence of columnaris disease which is the
major killer of laboratory-held native fish. Tetracycline
did bring about cures in individual fish once they had
contracted the disease, but the cost of using this anti-
biotic on a prophylactic basis seemed prohibitive. How-
ever, keeping fish in water containing < 10 ppb chlorine
had a marked effect on reducing deaths from columnaris
infections, of approximately 40 native fish of various
species kept for two months in water containing low
levels of chlorine only 5% died from columnaris infec-
tions whereas in identical tanks containing 40 untreated
fish there were 25% columnaris deaths. Higher concen-
trations of chlorine [1 ppm] will kill most native fish
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3.6.3 Culture of Experimental Fish (cont'd)

if they are kept in them for long periods. Experiments
are continuing to determine the chlorine dose which as-
sures maximum survival from columnaris disease on the
one hand and chlorine toxicity on the other.

The culture of zebra fish (Brachydanio rerio) has
not yet produced eggs. Tank design has been changed as
well as the photoperiod and feeding schedule of the fish.
We have not yet found th« environment suitable for the
spawning cycle of these fish. The culture will be con-
tinued with alterations to the conditions under which
they are kept.

3.7 ST. LAWRENCE RIVER STUDIES - I.L. Ophel

The group at the University of Trois-Rivieres under
the direction of Professor G- Vaillancourt continues a
study of the effects of thermal effluent from the Gentilly
Nuclear Generating Station on the biota of the St. Lawrence
River. An additional contract is being negotiated with
the same group. This will extend the studies downstream
of the LaPrade Heavy Water Plant which is being constructed
for AECL at a nearby site.

3.8 RADIATION EFFECTS - I. Suyama. I.L. Ophel and J.M. Judd

3.8.1 Effects of Internally Deposited Radionuclides in Fish
on the Incipient Lethal Level of Dissolved Oxygen

No differences in resistance time (time to death)
were found between groups of control and radioactive fish
which were subjected to acute stress of low oxygen ten-
sion in several series of experiments. A few measure-
ments of oxygen consumption by individual non-radioactive
and radioactive goldfish were made in a respiration cham-
ber.
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PERCH LAKE PROJECT - P.J. Barry. P.C. Jay and E.
Robertson

3.9.1 Evaporation

Routine measurements required to estimate lake
evaporation by the energy budget method continued. The
heat content of the lake is computed from temperature
profiles measured at three points in the lake and re-
corded every five minutes. Net radiation, air tempera-
tures and relative humidity are observed and daily
evaporation rates are calculated. Results are listed in
the table below along with mean values for the previous
five years.

Daily Evaporation Rates

Month

May

June

July

August

September

October 1-15

1975 Evaporation
-1

cm ct

0.33

0.39

0.44

0.41

-

-

1970-74 Evaporation

cm d

0.30

0.38

0.38

0.38

0.23

0.19

Daily readings are now being taken from seven evap-
oration pans installed at the lake to measure the radia-
tion balance of pans and compare heat transfer rates be-
tween water in the pans and that in the lake.

Relative humidity is being continuously recorded
from seven hygrosensors mounted at three heights on two
towers and in the Stevenson screen. There are quartz
crystal thermometers at the same positions.
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3.9.1 Evaporation (cont'd)

Final flow data for 1974 was received in June.
Water and tritium budgets for the lake are being cal-
culated.

3.9.2 chemistry

Lake water, sediments and biota samples were col-
lected to monitor the changes in amounts of cations and
anions stored in the lake ecosystem.

Weekly water samples were taken from the five in-
lets, the lake and the outlet in the spring and early
summer. Because of the dry summer, however, there has
been no water flowing in the inlets and outlet since
late June.

All the various species of fish and water plants
in the lake have now been collected and stored for future
analyses.

Sediment samples have not been taken yet because
of problems with the sampler but it is expected that the
samples can be collected before winter.

3.10 ATMOSPHERIC DIFFUSION STUDIES - P.J. Barry and P.C. Jay

Routine observations continued during the period.

3.11 WASTE MANAGEMENT - W.P. Merritt and B.A. Risto

A survey of subsurface conditions in the B Waste
Management Area is under way. originally it was intended
to install a network of wells to delineate the water
table and therefore the drainage pattern of the area.
Due to the summer drought, the mobile water tank used
for wash boring for installing the wells was not avail-
able. Therefore, soil sampling was started in a syste-
matic way to investigate the radionuclide content of
the soil. Samples are normally taken at the base and



3.11 WASTE MANAGEMENT (cont'd)

60 cm below the base of the concrete trenches, cesium-137
and *^co were regularly detected in trace quantities in
many of the samples. After the survey is completed, fur-
ther investigation of hot spots will be carried out, and
if necessary, sampling wells will be installed.

3.12 NEUTRON ACTIVATION ANALYSIS - W.F. Merritt, P.W. Cross
and W.J. Pierson

A computer program has been set up for instrumental
neutron activation analysis and is ready for trial.
Hopefully it will take raw data from the multichannel
analyzer, identify and integrate peaks and compute the
amounts of the various elements detected in the sample
in the required units.

An investigation of sedimentation in the Ottawa
River has been started. Sediment pots have been installed
and sampled at various stations, and bottom samples and
a bottom core have also been taken for analysis. Samples
taken in the vicinity of CRNL were analyzed. Reactor-
produced radionuclides were found to be more widespread
than had previously been detected.

3.13 NATURAL DEUTERIUM CONCENTRATIONS IN THE VICINITY OF THE
LAPRADE HEAVY WATER PLANT - R.M. Brown

Nothing to report.

3.14 ISOTOPIC DISTRIBUTION IN WATERS OP THE EAST SIDE OF
PERCH LAKE BASIN - R.M. Brown and C D . Fraser

Study of the distribution of deuterium, oxygen-18
and tritium in the ground and soil waters of this area
continues. Deuterium and oxygen-18 concentrations of
the ground water vary little with location, depth or
time, in contrast, tritium concentrations range from
0 to 1000 TU. Temporal (seasonal?) variations occur
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3.14 ISOTOPIC DISTRIBUTION IN WATERS OF THE EAST SIDE OF
PERCH LAKE BASIN (cont'd)

at some locations but are relatively small. Away from
the immediate vicinity of Perch Lake, the tritium con-
centration is about 400 TU at the water table. it rises
to 500-700 TU in sandy-silty till occurring midway be-
tween the water table and bedrock, then decreases to
100-200 TU near the bedrock, about 15 metres below the
water table. At one location only 35 m from Perch Lake,
tritium concentrations of < 10 TU have been observed
at depths of 10 m below the water table in spite of a
concentration of 60,000 TU in the nearby lake.

Distribution of tritium in the unsaturated zone is
being studied using moisture extracted from soil cores
and water vapour pumped out of shallow probe tubes and
piezometer tubes that end just above the water table.

3.15 PICKUP OF TRITIUM FROM THE ATMOSPHERE BY TREE LEAVES -
R.M. Brown and C D . Fraser

The extent of exchange of leaf moisture with sur-
rounding atmospheric moisture is indicated by some pre-
liminary measurements of the distribution of tritium in
a tree growing near Perch Lake. Evaporation of 60,000
TU water from the lake results in high atmospheric HTO
levels around the tree. A concentration of 1400 TU was
observed in water from the root, trunk, twigs and leaf
stems, consistent with concentrations occurring in soil
moisture near the tree. In contrast, concentrations of
3000-4000 TU occurred in the fleshy part of the leaves.
Concentrations in the leaves were rather variable, pro-
bably- responding relatively quickly to changes in the
atmospheric HTO concentration.
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3.16 MIXING OP WATERS IN THE ST. LAWRENCE ESTUARY - R.M.
Brown and Y-C. Tam

Tritium and deuterium analyses of samples from the
St. Lawrence River between Quebec City and the region of
Rimouski collected May 1974 have been completed provid-
ing six depth profiles in the region of river water -
sea water mixing. In general, tritium and deuterium
concentrations identify the influx of sea water at depth
and the persistence of river water at the surface.
Pockets of water with anomalous isotopic content indicate
inhomogeneities in the mixing which are not always ap-
parent from salinity data.

3.17 ISOTOPE STUDIES AT SANITARY LANDFILL SITE - R.M. Brown

3.17.1 Tritium

Seepage from garbage dumps always presents a poten-
tial pollution hazard to underlying aquifers. The pene-
tration of environmental tritium into strata at poten-
tial garbage sites can indicate what seepage might occur.
A study is under way of the penetration of tritium into
the heavy clay underlying potential garbage dump sites
in Winnipeg, Manitoba. This clay overlies the Upper
Carbonate Aquifer which is used extensively for indus-
trial water supply.

3.17.2 Deuterium and Oxygen-18

It has been observed at a garbage dump in Frankfurt,
Germany, that ground water immediately downstream of the
site is enriched in deuterium and oxygen-18 relative to
the surrounding ground water (P. Fritz, University of
Waterloo, G. Matthess, University of Kiel, R.M. Brown,
CRNL). This provides a marker for water that has passed
through refuse of a landfill site. This is usually pro-
vided by the water chemistry as well, but the isotope
anomaly also allows one to differentiate between subse-
quent removal of pollutants by adsorption or decomposi-
tion processes and simple dilution since only the latter
restores the normal isotopic content.
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3.18 GAMMA DOSE RATES AT THE CRNL BOUNDARY - W.E. Grummitt

TLDs placed at the perimeter of the CRNL exclusion
area are used to measure mean dose rates and the annual
integrated dose. Results for 1974 and for the second
quarter of 1975 give the sum of contributions from CRNL
and natural gamma radiation. Values are lower during
the winter months because of shielding of the terres-
trial component by the snow cover.

TLD Gamma Dose Rates in Public Area*
(uR/h)

Location
(See Figure 3)

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

13

Deep River

Second Quarter
1975

17.2

9.1

6.3

8.6

8.2

-

8.2

10.0

13.9

9.5

1974
Average

11.6

6.6

5.0

6.3

5.2

4.3

8.9

9.6

9.6

6.6

•Sum of natural background and airborne contamination
from CRNL. The contribution from cosmic radiation has
been deducted.

3.19 OFF-SITE MONITORING - W.E. Grummitt

Precipitation samples collected from the area
around the Nuclear Power Demonstration (NPD) Station,
Rolphton, and from Deep River were analyzed radio-
chemically for 90Sr and spectrometrically for 1 3 7Cs
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3.19 OFF-SITE MONITORING (cont 'd)

and other gamma emitters. Monthly composite samples
of water from the Ottawa River, collected at Rolphton,
Deep River and Pembroke, were also analyzed for gamma-
emitting nuclides, tritium and 90Sr. Gamma ray spectro-
metry is being used wherever possible, eliminating radio-
chemical separation of elements other than strontium,
sulphur, phosphorus and plutonium. The results are
shown in Figure 1. The main source of activity in these
samples continues to be weapons' fallout.

3.20 LIQUID EFFLUENT MONITORING - W.E. Grummitt

At CRNL, four liquid effluent streams discharge
radioactivity to the river from the Inner Area. They
are the Process and Sanitary Sewers plus the 04 Storm
Sewer and 04A Seepage Drain. Each of these is sampled
regularly and is analyzed for individual nuclides. The
mean daily releases from the Process Sewer are given in
the table for the second quarter of 1975. Most of the
radionuclides are now measured by gamma ray spectrometry.

A new computer program gives results directly in
millicuries per day for each nuclide entirely eliminat-
ing the variable correction for factors such as flow
rate and radioactive decay.

Perch creek (see map, Figure 3), draining Perch
Lake and the Disposal Areas, also flows into the river
and is sampled regularly. The total amount of radio-
activity discharged from CRNL per day is calculated
from the measured flow rates and radionuclide concentra-
tions in individual streams (see Figure 2).

At no time did the average concentrations of radio-
activity in the combined effluent flows exceed 1% of
the ICRP 40-hour occupational MPC for drinking water.



3 . 2 0 LIQUID EFFLUENT MONITORING ( c o n t ' d )

Mean Daily Release from the Process Sewer
(mCi/day)

Rad ionuc1ide s

90,.Sr

137
CS

144
ce

106
Ru

140
Ba

1 3 1I

2 3 9N P

95Zr

54Mn

46
Sc

59
Fe

65,,
Zn

60-
Co

Daily Release

1.9

4.9

7.1

0.0

17.6

17.9

31.2

8.1

8.0

24.2

11.6

21.5

2.0

3.21 LIQUID DISPOSAL AREA - W.E. Grummitt

Weekly samples and flow readings were taken at
weirs on the surface streams carrying contaminated
seepage water from the Liquid Disposal Area into Perch
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3.21 LIQUID DISPOSAL AREA (cont'd)

and Maskinonge Lakes (see map. Figure 3) . Samples were
combined and analyzed monthly for 90Sr, 3 5S and 3H as
well as quarterly for gamma emitting radionuclides.
Strontium-90, 60Co and 3H are still the main contaminants
in the Perch Lake Basin.

3.22 TRITIUM SURVEY - W.E. Grummitt and G. Lahaie

Average concentrations of tritium in streams with-
in the exclusion area are given in the table together
with the amount released during the second quarter of
1975.

Tritium in Streams in the Exclusion Area

Process Sewer

Sanitary Sewer

04 Storm Sewer

04A (building
610 drainage)

Perch Creek

Duke Stream*

Second Quarter 1975

Concentrat ion
iici/i

0.11

0.05

0.002

0.77

0.19

3.0

Quarterly
Release
Curies

1160

2

0.6

3

220

80

1974
Total
Curies

3490

15

2

19

785

302

*Duke Stream discharges into Maskinonge Lake; all other
streams flow directly to the Ottawa River.

3.23 SURVEY SUMMARY - W.E. Grummitt

No significant contamination of the environment re-
sulting from operations at CRNL has been detected in
these surveys.
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3.24 PUBLICATIONS

Barry, P.J. (Editor) - "Hydrological studies on a small
basin on the Canadian shield". AECL-5041. [A col-
lection of 2 3 papers by various authors]

Merritt, W.F. - "Variation in trace element concentra-
tions alor.g the length nf the Ottawa River". Cana-
dian J. of Earth Sciences 12(5): 850-857.

Harrison, F.L.1 and i.L. Ophel - "Freshwater environment",
pp. 122-126 in Chapter 4 (Aqxiatic Environment) of
Long-Term Worldwide Effects of Multiple Nuclear-
Weapons Detonations. National Academy of Sciences,
Washington, D.C. 1975.

Ophel, I.L. - "Ionizing radiation effects", pp. 126-135
in Chapter 4 (Aquatic Environment) of Long-Term
Worldwide Effects of Multiple Nuclear Weapons De-
tonations. National Academy of Sciences, Washington,
D.C. 1975.

3.2 5 VERBAL PRESENTATIONS

3.25.1 Presented Papers

Barry, P.J. and E. Robertson - "A brief review of the
principal results of the Perch Lake Evaporation
Study". Presented at Canadian Hydrology Symposium
"75, 11-14 August, 1975, Winnipeg, Manitoba. [To
be printed in proceedings] INVITED

Fritz, P.2, G. Matthess3 and R.M. Brown - "Deuterium
and ^ O as indicators of leachwater movement from
a sanitary landfill". Presented at IAEA Panel
Meeting, January, 1975, Vienna, Austria. [To be
printed in proceedings]

1 Lawrence Livermore Laboratory, California, U.S.A.
sUniversity of Waterloo, Waterloo, Ontario
3Kiel University, Kiel, Germany
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3.2 5.1 Presented Papers (cont'd)

Fritz, p.1, F.W. Render3, R.M. Brown and R.J. Drimmie1 -
Environmental isotopes in the groundwater of the
Upper Carbonate aquifer in Central Manitoba". Pre-
sented at Canadian Hydrology Symposium '75, 11-14
August, 1975, Winnipeg, Manitoba. [To be printed
in proceedings]

3.25.2 Local Talks

Grummitt, W.E. - "Environmental monitoring". Presented
at 17th Annual Health Physics Course, 18-22 August,
1975, CRNL.

Merritt, W.F. - "Monitoring for waste management at CRNL"
Presented at 17th Annual Health Physics Course,
18-22 August, 1975, CRNL.

Ophel, i.L. - "Environment and man". Presented at 17th
Annual Health Physics course, 18-22 August, 1975,
CRNL. •

Ophel, i.L. - "Environmental Research Branch", pre-
sented to North Atlantic Hydrologic Group, 10
September, 1975, CRNL.

Robertson, E. - "Perch Lake IHD Project". Presented
to North Atlantic Hydrologic Group,10 September,
1975, CRNL.

3.2 6 INVITED SPEAKER

Chamberlain, A.C. - "Recent work in the Aerosols Group
of the Environmental & Medical Sciences Division,
AERE Harwell". From Atomic Energy Research Estab-
lishment, Harwell, 2 5 September, 1975.

1 University of Waterloo, Waterloo, Ontario
3Manitoba Dept. of the Environment, Winnipeg, Manitoba
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4.1 STAFF

Branch Head - H.B. Newcombe

Hereditary changes and tumour induction in vertebrates

Assistant J .F . McGregor

Methods for deriving human data on diseases likely to
be increased by irradiation

M.E. Smith

Secretarial - B. L. Phillips

Summer Students

K.M. Agnew, a student from Carleton University, working
with H.B. Newcombe, terminated 5 September 1975
to return to University.

D.S. Hardy, a student from University of Guelph, working
with J .F . McGregor, terminated 28 August 1975
to return to University.

4.2 AIMS OF THE BRANCH

The Branch attempts to obtain biological data with which
to assess the consequences of exposing large numbers of people
to low levels of radiation. Information is derived from irradiated
and unirradiated populations of laboratory animals, and new com-
puter methods are being developed at CRNL for extracting data for
man from existing vital and health records.
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TUMOUR INDUCTION IN MAMMALS

4. 3 ADDITIVE VERSUS MULTIPLICATIVE EFFECTS IN RADIATION
CAEC1NOGENESIS - H.B. Newcombe and J .F. McGregor

As a byproduct from this study, data have been obtained
on the relationship between radiation dose to the skins of rats, and
the latent periods between the exposures and the appearance of the
radiation-induced skin tumours. In the past, it has been claimed
that the duration of the latency tends to diminish with increasing
dose; and, on the assumption that such an inverse correlation
holds even for very low doses, it has been suggested that there
may be a "practical threshold" for the induction of tumours, i. e.
a dose below which no tumours at all are produced because the
latencies exceed the remainder of the lifespan. The present
results, however, indicate an opposite relationship, i .e . the
latencies are significantly longer with the higher doses. The data
were derived from the 400 CD rats exposed to beta ray doses
ranging in twofold steps from 1,600 to 12, 800 rads, with 100
animals in each exposed group. No tumours were found in unexposed
animals in the same experiment. No simple explanation can be
advanced to account for the difference between this and previous
results. However, it is now clear that the correlation between
latency and dose is not always in the one direction, and may vary
with the circumstances of the exposures.

Tests relating to the main study (see PR-B-104) are con-
tinuing .

METHODS FOR DERIVING HUMAN DATA ON
DISEASES LIKELY TO BE INCREASED BY
IRRADIATION - - DEVELOPMENT OF THE

INFORMATION SOURCES

4.4 LINKING ILL-HEALTH RECORDS FOR CHILDREN TO BIRTH
SUMMARY RECORDS - H.B. Newcombe and M.E. Smith

A computer program is being developed to create cradle-to-
grave individual health histories, based on a file of 324,000 records
of British Columbia hospitalizations, registered handicaps, deaths
and congenital anomaly surveillance cases. The program is
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4. 4 continued

designed to link all oi these records to the appropriate birth
registrations in a file of about a million B.C. births in the period
1946-70. The program was tested on a small sample of the above
records during the preceding quarter, and on all of them in the
present quarter. Only- minor changes in the program are now
needed before its use for the production of the required ill-health-
to-birth linkages.

Over 80 per cent of the ill health file was found to relate to
individuals born in British Columbia during the 1946-70 period.
To bring potentially linkable pairs of records together for com-
parison where some of the identifying particulars are wrongly
stated on one of the records, both the ill-health and the birth file
were arrayed in three alternative sequences, by 1) single surname
(soundex coded) and birth date, 2) single surname (soundex coded)
and first forename, and 3) birth date alone. About 94 per cent of
the linkages were achieved using the first sorting sequence, at a
rate of 20, 000 linkages per minute; the cost was 0.27 cents per
linkage, or not much more than the cost of the paper punchcard
itself. A further 4 per cent of the linkages were achieved using
the second sequence; these were carried out at a rate of 900
linkages per minute, the lower rate being due to the large number
of wasted comparisons required in this coarser sequence. A remain-
ing 2 per cent were achieved in the final sequence, at a rate of 40
linkages per minute. The wasted comparisons per linkage achieved
rose from 1.3 for the first sequence, to 59 in the second sequence,
and to 980 when the files were sequenced by birth date alone.
Further data are being gathered on the efficiency of the linkage
procedures used.

4. 5 LINKING ILL-HEALTH RECORDS INTO INDIVIDUAL HEALTH
HISTORIES - H.B. Newcombe and M.E. Smith

A computer program was written to create individual health
histories using ill health records alone, i . e . without prior linkage
to the corresponding birth records. This program is needed
because some individuals represented in the files were born outside
British Columbia or outside the period 1946-70. The program
uses the earliest ill health record to serve as "head-of-history"
record, i . e . to act as a nucleus to which records of subsequent



4. 5 continued

events of ill health are to be linked.

A trial run was carried out using a sample file of 2, 071
ill health records carrying the surname initial 'A'. To test the
accuracy of the resulting linked histories, comparisons wer<*
made normally with corresponding individual histories based on
the same ill health lecords following their linkage to the appro-
priate birth registrations. A total of 364 histories were tested
in this manner. Three main problems were identified by thrse
tests, arising because of 1) similarities in the given nam<s of
twins, 2) failure to exclude records '"ith blank given names fron
serving as head-of-history records, and 3) erroneous linkages of
death records into the histories of persons who were still living.
As a result of the tests, certain of the linkage rules were altered;
a) Records with blank forenames are no longer allowed to serve
as head-of-history records if other records exist that contain
forename information, b) Where no other record contains fore-
name information, the program is now made to call for detailed
comparisons of all available identifying information on which to
calculate the odds in favour of a correct match, c) Erroneous
linkages of death records into histories of living individuals have
been reduced in frequency by comparing additional identifying
information common to death and hospital records (i.e. initials of
a parent), and by permitting a death record to serve as head-of-
history record where earlier records lack forenames. After all
the modifications were made, the frequency of linkage errors in
the individual health histories was estimated to be 0.7 per cent.

4.6 AECL-UBC COLLABORATIVE RECORD LINKAGE PROJECT

A recent publication by Trimble and Doughty has suggested
that some 9 out of every 100 liveborn children will suffer at some
time in their lives from hereditary or congenital disease. These
same results, however, indicate that only 0.08 per 100 liveborn
children will be affected by dominantly inherited disease. This is
in contrast to earlier estimates from Northern Ireland of 6 per
100 liveborn and 1 per 100 liveborn respectively.

The more than tenfold difference in the estimates for
dominant diseases has generated widespread interest because of
the importance of the implications for estimating the genetic risks
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4. 6 continued

from exposures to ionizing radiation and to chemical mutagens.
It was one of the main points for discussion at the recent meeting
of the U.N. Scientific Committee on the Effects of Atomic Radiation
held in New York on 14-17 September 1975. The higher total fre-
quency in the B.C. data, for all hereditary and congenital disease
( i .e . 9 per 100 liveborn) has also generated interest.

Dr. B.K. Trimble, from the University of British Columbia,
has been working at AECL over a six-week period to prepare notes
for this U.N. meeting, and for discussions regarding the progress
and future plans of the B.C. record linkage project for disease
surveillance.

4.7 AECL-UBC COLLABORATION -- OTHER WORK STARTED AT
AECL

Plans for a Canadian contribution to an international program
under the Nuclear Energy Agency to study the effects of maternal
irradiation and Down's syndrome were drafted earlier at AECL by
Dr. B.K. Trimble. Work on this Canadian study has now been
initiated in British Columbia under Dr. Trimble. Approximately
950 cases of Down's syndrome have been ascertained from the
routine vital and health records, and the diagnostic information has
been linked to the appropriate, merged, birth index and statistics
records. Arrangements have been completed with the Diagnostic
Radiology and Medical Records Departments of the Vancouver
General Hospital to have access to their records, and a trial run
based on sample listings has been carried out to obtain previous
radiological histories of the mothers.

A brief meeting of Dr. Trimble with members of the
Atomic Energy Control Board, who are funding this project, was
held to discuss the effects of the NEA suspension of the international
program. It was suggested that the B.C. study had sufficient merit
on its own, and that continued funding should be recommended
despite the failure of the international program to materialize. A
final decision by the Board will be made after mid-November.
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4.rt COLLABORATION WITH OTHER OUTSIDE AGENCIES

Discussions were held with Dr. Nancy Simpson and
Miss Janet Miller of Queen's University regarding rr.'-thodb for
obtaining control data for a Canadian amniocentesis s^udy. This
study aims to determine whether the amniocentesis procedure has
any effect on the gestation period or the birth weight of *he child
or on the risk of perinatal mortality. Birth records, matched by
age of mother, birth order of the child, number of previous still-
births, and sex of the child can be pulled from the 1970 British
Columbia livebirth, stillbirth, and death filet available at AECL,
to serve as controls for the file of births following an.nioc en*esis .

Permission to extract such a control group for the
amnioccntesis study has now been obtained from the Division of
Vital Statistics in British Columbia.

PUBLICATIONS AND INVITED SPEAKER

4.9 PUBLICATIONS

Newcombe, H.B. and J . F . McGregor - Dose-
response relationship? for the production
of body malformation in trout by exposure
of sperm to low doses of radiation.
Radiation Research 6j_, 519-525 (1975).
AECL-5043.

Smith, M.E . and H.B. Newcombe - Methods for
computer linkage of hospital admission-
separation records into cumulative health
histories.
Methods of Information in Medicine 14,
118-125 (1975). AECL-5165.



4.10 INVITED SPEAKER

Dr. J.H. Schroder, Institut fur Biologie, Gesellschaft
fur Strahlen-Und Umweltforschung MBH. Munich
"Environmental Mutagenesis and Genetic Studies
with Fish11, 25 August 1975.
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BIOLOGY BRANCH

by

W.F. Baldwin

5.1 STAFF

BIOCHEMISTRY AND MOLECULAR BIOLOGY

5.2 Study of Polypyrimidines in DNA from nukaryotes

5.3 Radiation-Induced Tumors in Rats

5.4 Radiosensitivity of Micrococcus radiodurans to
Iodine-125

5.5 Effects of Ultraviolet Radiation on the DNA-Membrane
Complex from E. Coli

5.6 Effects of X-radiation on Budr-Substituted and on
Wild-Type Bacteriophage

5.7 Ionizing Radiation Damage to Bacterial Cell Kails

5.8 Repair of DNA Strand Breaks in Micrococcus radiodurans

5.9 Effect of Repair Inhibitors in Micrococcus radiodurans

5.10 Repair of Gamma Lesions in Human Diploid Fibroblasts

5.11 Sensitivity to y-Irradiation of Temperature-Sensitive
Mutants of Ustilago maydis Blocked in DNA Replication

GENETICS, DEVELOPMENT AND
POPULATION STUDIES

5.12 Polyacrylamide Gel Electrophoresis of Intact Bacteriophage
T4 Particles

5.13 Mutants of Bacteriophage T4 Unable to Grow on
Streptomycin Resistant Strains of Escherichia Coli

5.14 Radiation Genetics in Insects-Dahlbominus

5.15 Studies on Biting Flies
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5.16 PUBLICATIONS

5.17 VERBAL PRESENTATIONS

5.17.1 Presented papers
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5. 1 STAI-I-

Branch Head - W.F. Baldwin

BIOCHEMISTRY AND MOLECULAR BIOLOGY

RNA Molecules
H.C. Birnboim

Radiation Biochemistry
D.K. Myers

Repair of DNA in Bacteria
R.E.J. Mitchel

Enzymatic Repair of Radiation Damage

DNA

DNA

N

Repai
M
P

.t

r
.C
.H

. Gentner

in Cultivated Animal Cells
. Paterson
.M. Lohman1

Replication and Repair in Fungi
P Unrau

Assistant

Assistant

Assistant

Assistant

Assi stant

J.M. Ostrom

L.D. Johnson

K.M. Baird

M.M. Werner

B.P. Smith

Assistant C.E. Grant

GENETICS, DEVELOPMENT AND
POPULATION STUDIES

Bacteriophage T4 Genetics
J.DT Childs

Radiation Repair in Insects
W.F. Baldwin

Secretarial
C. Walters

Assistant L.A. Chant

Assistants G.D. Chant
P.A. Knight
A.G. Knight

Laboratory Attendants
M.A. Jones, B. Ruhnke and R.M. Bechamp

Summer Students

Anne K. Anderson, University of Waterloo, working with
M.C. Paterson, terminated on 21 August, 1975.

Colleen A. Gibney, University of Saskatchewan, working with
J.D. Childs, terminated on 26 August, 1975.

1Visiting Scientist from Medical Biological Laboratory TNO,
Rijswijk, Z.H., The Netherlands, for a three month period.
Terminated on 8 August, 1975.
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Robert J. Sebastien, University of Guelph, working with
W.F. Baldwin, terminated on 21 August, 1975.

Perlita M.S. Landel, University of Ottawa, working with
R.E.J. Mitchel, terminated on 29 August, 1975.

Karen L. Koyanagi, University of British Columbia, working
with J.D. Childs, terminated on 26 August, 1975.

Hilary C. McCormack, University of Western Ontario, working
with R.E.J. Mitchel, terminated on 26 A_gust, 1975.

Arlene P. Capricci, McGill University, working with
N.E. Gentner, terminated on 15 August, 1975.

Leona Fishman, McGill University, working with M.C. Paterson,
terminated on 29 August, 1975.

Alan D. Steljes, McGill University, working with D.K. Myers,
terminated on 22 August, 1975.

Leanne E. Cupp, Oberlin College, Ohio, working with H.C. Birnboim,
terminated on 29 August, 1975.

Myrna 0. Shellhorn, Fellowes High School, working with
W.F. Baldwin, reported for work on 14 July, 1975 and
terminated on 29 August, 197 5.

BIOCHEMISTRY AND MOLECULAR BIOLOGY

5.2 STUDY OF POLYPYRIMIDINES IN DNA FROM EUKARYOTES -
H.C. Birnboim and J.M. Ostrom

The distribution of polypyrimidine sequences in the
mouse genome has been studied in further detail.
Denatured mouse DNA (of different lengths) was annealed
with a purine polyribonucleotide and the DNA-polypurine
complex which formed was bound to hydroxyapatite.
Polypurines appear to complex at specific sites in
the DNA; these sites are believed to be predominately or
exclusively polypyrimidine regions. Major pieces of
evidence which support this conclusion are the
following: (i) DNA fragments which have once been
complexed with polypurine will complex again at high
efficiency whereas those fragments which have not
complexed on the first cycle will not do so on a
second cycle, (ii) Complexed DNA contains most of the
large polypyrimidines but is not significantly enriched
in oligopyrimidines.
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In order to carr;' out the complexing experiments,
"O-time" binding to aydroxyapatite of high molecular
weight DNA and "self-association" of UNA must be
minimized. We have accomplished both objectives by
reacting the DNA with glyoxal, a chemical which modifies
guanine residues only. Polypyrimidines (which, of
course, contain no guanine residues) are free to react
with added polypurine while the majority of DNA is
blocked in its ability to form guanine-cytosine base
pairs. This largely eliminates "O-tirae" binding and
"self-association".

In other experiments, the nucleotide sequence of
polypyrimidines is being studied. Preliminary results
suggests that unlabelled mouse polypyrimidines can
be labelled with 32P using polynucleotide kinase and
( Y - 3 2 P ) ATP, a procedure comiwiuy u^ed in sequencing
DNA and RNA.

5.3 RADIATION-INDUCED TUMORS IN RATS -
D.K. Myers and L.D. Johnson

These experiments are continuing. No final
results are expected until 1976.

5.4 RADIOSENSITIVITY OF MICROCQCCUS RADIODURANS TO
IODINE-125 -
D.K. Myers and L.D. Johnson

Experiments on the sensitivity of M. radiodurans
cells to 1 2 5I disintegrations in their DNA are
continuing. Both wild-type cells and two mutants,
uv-17 and rec-30, which are approximately 3 times
and 40 times more sensitive to y-radiation, have been
tested. lz5I disintegrations produce double strand
breaks in the DNA with a high degree of efficiency; all
3 strains of Micrococcus seem to repair these breaks
rapidly and efficiently. The repair process is unusual
in that the low molecular weight DNA seems to move
directly into a very large aggregate (probably a
circular molecule) of the size expected for an intact
genome, without any evidence for DNA of intermediate
sizes. If one assumes that 1 double strand break per
cell is a lethal event (Krisch et al, Radiation Res.
62., p. 572, 1975), then one can calculate how many
double strand breaks these cells are capable of
repairing. Our present estimates are that the cells
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rec-30, uv-17 and wild-type strains respectively
would die only when they had left unrepaired one
break out of an initial 45, 600 or 1800 double strand
breaks per single cell. The results are similar whether
using **sl decay or v-radiation to produce strand
breaks.

5.5 EFFECTS OF ULTRAVIOLET RADIATION ON THE DNA-MEMBRANE
COMPLEX FROM E. COLI -
D.K. Myers and" A. Steljes

These experiments are now completed and the results
show that u.v. radiation in doses up to 10,000 ergs/
mm2, far in excess of the lethal range, have very
little direct effect upon the DNA-membrane complex.
Any dissociation of DNA from this complex must
therefore be due to double strand breaks formed during
the enzymic excision of photoproducts from the DNA.

5.6 EFFECTS OF X-RADIATION ON BUDR-SUBSTITUTED AND ON
WILD-TYPE BACTERIOPHAGE -
D.K. Myers and J. ChiIds

It would be expected that Br atoms in the DNA would
increase the target size of the DNA for 15 kV X-rays
selectively. This theory has been tested with
bacteriophage T4 in which the thymidine residues,
approximately 33% of the total nucleotide residues in
the DNA, were completely replaced by bromodeoxyuridine
(BUDR). Assuming 401 water in the wet phage, the
target size of the bromine atoms in the DNA should be
2 times the sum of the target sizes for all the other
atoms in the bacteriophage. One would therefore
expect some unusual effects for BUDR phage exposed to
15 kV X-rays as compared with Y-radiation or as compared
with normal phage exposed to 15 kV X-rays or Y^ifadiation.
No unusual effects have been observed as yet, either '
with respect to survival or to strand breaks in the
DNA. Whatever the correct theoretical explanation of
this result may be, these experiments suggest that the
use of 15 kV X-rays with BUDR in the DNA does not seem
a promising method to selectively increase the
radiosensitivity of other types of cells, e.g. those
of superficial tumors.
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5.7 IONIZING RADIATION DAMAGE TO BACTERIAL CLLL WALLS -
R.E.J. Mitchel and K.M. Baird

The investigations into the ionizing radiation
induced release of polysaccharide from the cell wall
°f Micrococcus radiodurans are being prepared for
publication.

Current experiments are directed toward an
understanding of the mechanism by which hydroxyl
radicals damage the sensitive mid-wall layer and
allow the release of its various constituents. Oxygen
has been found to protect the cell wall from loss of
these materials. This protection is apparently due
to an interaction of 02 with secondary organic radicals
and not with primary aqueous radicals. The protection
is not absolute and with higher radiation doses the
release of polysaccharide in the presence of 02 will
approach the highest level of release found in the
presence of N2. However the dose required in the
presence of oxygen is 2 to 3 times that required in
anoxia and well into the lethal range. Protection by
O2 must be of a type which does not prevent further
attach by another hydroxyl radica.l; the interruption
of a free radical-initiated chain reaction is a
possibility. Evidence for such a chain reaction is
suggested by a greatly increased sensitivity of the
bound polysaccharide to radical degradation, as
compared to that polymer in the free state.

The extent of release of polysaccharide varies
with the pH of the surrounding medium being highest
at alkaline values and decreasing sharply to a
minimum at about pH5. The curve under 02 parallels
that under N2 suggesting that while the rate of some
step in the release mechanism is dependent on hydroxyl
ion concentration, the protection by oxygen is pH
independent.

Since the release mechanism is initiated by hydroxyl
radicals which are powerful oxidizing agents, an
attempt was made to mimic this effect by the direct
addition of hydrogen peroxide to the cells. The
presence of this chemical, however, caused no release
of the bound polysaccharides, suggesting the release
is not a simple oxidation.
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5.8 REPAIR OF DNA STRAND BREAKS IN MICROCOCCUS RADIODURANS -
N.E. Gentner and M.M. Werner

The study of strand breaks after UV- and
Y-irradiation of spheroplasts has yielded valuable
additional information on the enzymatic machinery
which accomplishes repair in this extremely radiation-
resistant bacterium.

1) Formation and repair of strand breaks in UV-
irradiated cells

A considerable number of DNA strand breaks were
observed in spheroplasts prepared after UV-irradiation
of M. radiodurans cells. The number of strand breaks
progressively decreased on incubation of the UV-
irradiated cells. This repair seemed to have a
rapid and a slow component: 751 of the breaks
initially observed were repaired in 10 min; the
remaining 25% required 3-4 h incubation foT repair.
A variety of evidence suggests that the rapid repair
may be accomplished by a DNA polymerase-dependent
pathway, and that the slower component may reflect a
recombinational repair pathway.

The radiation-sensitive mutant UV-17, containing
a defect in a DNA polymerase-dependent pathway, yielded
10-fold more breaks than wild-type for a given UV-
exposure; the yield was >5 breaks per erg/mm2 per
genome. UV-17 appears to be deficient compared to
wild-type in the rapid component of repair; this
same effect has been reported in UV-17 with respect
to repair of ionizing radiation-induced single strand
breaks.

The yield of such UV-induced breaks in the
recombination-defective mutant rec30 is similar to
that in wild-type.

2) M. radiodurans spheroplasts and UV-irradiation

The breaks observed in UV-irradiated cells may
not exist in vivo during repair, but may be formed
during the subsequent incubation in lysozyme-buffer-
EDTA (conditions that halt repair) required to form
spheroplasts for the alkaline sucrose gradient analyses
If spheroplasts were made first and then UV-irradiated
and lysed immediately on gradients, few or no strand
breaks were evident. If, however, the UV-irradiated
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spheroplasts were incubated under conditions equivalent
to those used for spheroplast preparation, strand
breaks appeared. The whole cell studies may therefore
monitor the number of unrepaired sites at which UV
lesions exist; as repair proceeds, fewer unrepaired
sites remain at which incisions can be made during
the incubation for spheroplast preparation. These
breaks are presumably made by the incision activity-
involved in UV repair, and this technique has afforded
the first method of studying the properties of this
enzyme (UV-endonuclease) in M. radiodurans. It can
function in the presence of EDTA, but its activity is
increased if Mg2* is present.

3) y-Irradiation of M. radiodurans protoplasts

The spheroplast technique also offered an
opportunity to differentiate between DNA strand breaks
directly induced by ionizing radiation exposure and
those produced by enzymatic incision at y-ray lesion
sites in the DNA. On incubation of y-irradiated
protoplasts, additional breaks appear; these may
represent y-ray lesions. The properties of this
"Y-endonuclease" activity are being studied.

5.9 EFFECT OF REPAIR INHIBITORS IN MICROCOCCUS RADIODURANS -
N.E. Gentner and M.M. Werner

Data from studies on the effect of the repair
inhibitors acriflavine and caffeine on (a) wild-
type M. radiodurans, (b) a mutant defective in a
DNA polymerase-dependent pathway, and (c) a mutant
defective in a recombinational repair pathway, indicate
that (1) the caffeine and acriflavine-sensitive
pathway is recombinational repair; (2) both pathways
operate to effect Y-ray repair; and (3) the DNA-
polymerase dependent pathway accomplishes most of
the repair of UV-induced damage.

5.10 REPAIR OF GAMMA LESIONS IN HUMAN DIPLOID FIBROBLASTS -
M.C. Paterson and B.P. Smith

The primary damage induced in the DNA of cultured
human cells by ionizing radiation falls into two major
classes: (i) scissions in the sugar-phosphate
backbone leading to interruptions in the polynucleotide
strands, (ii) physiocochemical defects in the
heterocyclic bases. While the first class have been
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the subject of extensive investigation, comparatively
little is known about the second. Our ir[ vitro enzymatic
assay has been exploited to monitor the initial
induction and metabolic fate of both classes of gamma
lesions. When 6aCo Y-rays are administered to human
diploid fibroblasts (strain CRL1141) in an anoxic
(i.e. nitrogen) atmosphere, the yield of single-strand
breaks per 109 daltons DNA approximates 2 per krad,
compared to 2.4 base defects per krad. (In this
study* base defects are gamma lesions acted upon by
repair endonucleases in a crude protein extract from
Micrococcus luteus.) The human cells seem capable of
acting efficiently on both types of damage, the rate
at which strand breaks disappear being almost twice
that for base defects. For example, after exposure of
cells to 50 krad, at least 80t of the strand breaks
disappear (presumably due to successful repair) within
90 min of post-radiation incubation whereas 80% removal
of the base defects requires about 160 min.

Both the copious yield and subsequent repair of
base defects suggest that this damage, if not overcome,
could have harmful consequences on the metabolic and
reproductive capacity of human cells. This possibility
is presently under investigation.

5.11 SENSITIVITY TO y-IRRADIATION OF TEMPERATURE-SENSITIVE
MUTANTS OF USTILAGO MAYDIS BLOCKED IN DNA REPLICATION -
P. Unrau and C.E. Grant

A group of mutants of U. maydis (a smut fungus)
have previously been isolated in which DNA synthesis
stops on shifting from 22 C to 32 C, the restrictive
temperature. This response indicates that mutant
thermolabile enzyme systems are present in these
strains and that they have a role in replication.
If the same enzymes are also involved in the repair
of DNA damage then cross sensitivity to gamma rays
might be expected at 32 C. A group of eight mutants
is being examined: two mutants with intermediate
sensitivity at 22 C have been identified, and they become
more sensitive on further incubation at 32 C. One
of the two has a thermolabile DNA polymerase and the
cross sensitivity to Y-rays is expected if the
polymerase is involved in repair synthesis after
excision of gamma damage. A third mutant has been
found which shows some of the characteristics of a
defective ligase and this strain is gamma sensitive at
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both 22 C and 32 C. Ligation is an important step
in repair either by recombination or by excision.
It seems clear that at least some steps in repair and
replication share common enzymes.

GENETICS, DEVELOPMENT AND
POPULATION STUD I El?

5.12 POLYACRYLAMIDE GEL ELECTROPHORESIS OF INTACT
BACTERIOPHAGE T4 PARTICLES -
J. Childs and C. Gibney

Most of the structural protein of bacteriophage
T4 is coded for by gene 23. Thus mutations in this
gene could affect the electrophoretic mobility of
T4 particles. We have tested 13 gene 23 amber mutants
and have found that one of them, amC137, migrates
faster than wild type. This contrasts with ephl, an
electrophoretic mutant that we isolated previously,
which migrates more slowly than wild type. In order
to determine whether this amber mutation is responsible
for the observed increase in electrophoretic mobility,
we have tested the mobilities of 4 revertants of
amC137 to am*. In each case the am* revertant had the
same electrophoretic mobility as amC137, suggesting
that a second mutation was responsible for the change
in electrophoretic mobility. To confirm this, amC137
was crossed to a strain carrying 26 amber mutations
distributed fairly uniformly around the map, and am*
recombinants were selected. These recombinants would
inherit amC137* from the multi-amber parent but most
of their genetic material from the amC137 parent.
Unless the electrophoretic mutation was identical to or
closely linked to amC137, most of the am* recombin^nts
should carry the electrophoretic mutation. Six am
recombinants were tested and 5 of them migrated at the
same rate as amC137. Therefore, amC137 carries a
second mutation which affects its electrophoretic
mobility. This mutation we have designated eph2.
Genetic mapping of ephl and eph2 is in progress.

5.13 MUTANTS OF BACTERIOPHAGE T4 UNABLE TO GROW ON
STREPTOMYCIN RESISTANT STRAINS OF ESCHERICHIA COLI -
J. Childs, L. Chant and K. Koyanagi

We have previously described 16 mutants of +
bacteriophage T4 that grow on E. coli CR63 (a s_u
K12 strain) but are restricted (i.e. they fail to grow)
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on a streptomycin resistant derivative of CR63
(CR63 s t A ) . Of these mutants, 8 failed to grow on
E. coli B (SJJ") and the remaining 8 were able to grow
on B, but with reduced plating efficiency. Thus they
all appeared to be amber or leaky amber mutants.
However, we have now tested them for their ability to
grow on K 1 2 (su"), and only 4 of them failed to grow.
These are probably true amber mutants. The remaining
12 grew as well on K12 as they did on CR63, and
therefore they are probably missense mutants rather
than amber mutants. It is known that some mutants
originally classified as amber mutants because of
their inability to grow on E. coli B, can grow on
Ki2» but these have not been examined for their
ability to grow on CR63 strr. We have therefore
screened 60 amber mutants for their ability to grow
on Ki2 and CR63 strr. of these, three grew on K12

and are therefore not true amber mutants. The same
three mutants also failed to grow on CR63 strr. This
suggests that the mechanism of restriction by CR63
strr is similar to that of B-specific restriction.

5.14 RADIATION GENETICS IN INSECTS-DAHLBOMINUS -
W.F. Baldwin, G.D. Chant, A.G. Knight and P.A. Knight

In studies on the effects of heat on the frequency
of eye colour mutations from irradiated female
Dahlbominus, a significant decrease in numbers occurred
when the heat exposure was delayed for periods up to
6 hours (see last report PR-B-106). At 9 and 12 hours,
however, the frequencies were higher, and at 12 hours
the difference from the 6 hour rate was highly
significant. Results from a tabulation of the occurrence
of malformations in these experiments are now
available, and the frequencies show a similar drop
from 0 to 6 hours, without the rise at 12 hours found
in the eye colour results. With this difference, it is
evident that eye colour mutants and malformations
may arise as a result of a radiation effect on different
mechanisms. A manuscript dealing with these results
is being prepared for publication.

5.15 STUDIES ON BITING FLIES -
W.F. Baldwin, A.G. Knight and G.D. Chant

Analysis of the results of the studies of the
numbers of black flies present in Deep River during the
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summer shows that our efforts to suppress the black
fly populations are meeting with further success.
Streams surrounding Deep River were treated with the
insecticide Abate in May and June, and records from
our traps show that black fly numbers were significantly
lower than in any other year since sampling was
initiated.

Aircraft spraying of swamps near Deep River for
mosquitoes resulted in high kills of several of the
early species which are present as larvae in May.
All larvae were killed in test populations contained
in photographic pans placed throughout the area.
Unfortunately, deciduous trees provide thick cover
when the June mosquitoes are developing, making it
impossible to use aircraft to spray mosquito breeding
areas at that time.
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